
Bank Transforms its Channel Strategy for 
Customer Service Excellence

Nordea Bank adopts Genesys to update its contact center operations and develop innovative, 
personalized ways to talk to its customers.

Legacy Barrier to Customer Service
Achieving customer service excellence is something many large organizations struggle with. 
For Nordea Bank the task was further complicated by its complex history as the product of 
mergers between institutions including Merita Bank, Unibank, Kreditkassen, and Nordbanken. 
Now the largest financial group in northern Europe, it serves 11 million customers from 800 
branches in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and the Baltics.

Despite its size, Nordea Bank maintains a tight focus on fostering personal relationships with 
customers and recognizes that a great customer experience includes providing a choice of 
interaction channels. When customers want to contact the bank it should be easy for them to 
decide on the interaction channel while, for ease-of-use, they are guided to use self-service 
over the web, via IVR, and on ATMs. However, the bank’s contact centers in Nordic countries 
worked on three different Genesys platforms running on top of similar legacy PBXs. 

Creating a Unified Call Handling Platform
Understanding the importance of the contact center and computer telephony integration (CTI) 
as a strategic platform, an upgrade plan was established. Its aim was rapid improvement of 
customer care, and to provide a great, consistent customer experience. Over a five-year period, 
Nordea Bank has created one consolidated and easily-scalable contact center platform. That 
would also make it easy to incorporate future needs like additional channels and other 
functions to improve the customer experience right across the bank.
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The first step was to consolidate the three existing Genesys installations onto a  
single platform incorporating Genesys routing and IVR capabilities. This included the 
introduction of Genesys speech recognition technology for customer call routing. In 
several major national markets, Nordea Bank was first to introduce this type of solution. 
Call recording functionality, based on the Genesys Continuous Workforce Optimization 
solution, was also introduced to adhere to compliance legislation.

With one Genesys platform in place across Nordea Bank and with the new IVR 
software up and running, the focus moved to the PBX platform. To make the contact 
center flexible, remove dependence on underlying hardware, and reduce cost it was 
decided to introduce a SIP-based Genesys Contact Center Modernization solution.

Mikael Andercrona, Business CIO and Head of Contact Center and IVR Solutions at 
Nordea Bank, explains: “In building a future proof platform, we decided to focus our work 
on Genesys to avoid the complication of having to integrate several solutions. We see our 
contact center platform as a strategic asset and we needed to ensure its stability.”

Introducing Multi-Channel Banking
Although self-service channels like internet and mobile are growing, phoning the contact 
center is still by far the most popular way to reach Nordea Bank, with 90 percent of contact 
center traffic travelling that route. Email has shown a steady growth over a number of years, 
but has leveled out during the last two years. In Norway email volumes have decreased with 
the rise in chat volumes, but not at the same pace. Nordea Bank also has Facebook pages 
and Twitter feeds in each country. Integration of these social media platforms into the 
Genesys solution is on the cards.

In the meantime though, the ability to communicate more easily and flexibly with Nordea 
Bank seems to be going down well with the bank’s customers. “Customers often express 
their satisfaction with the speed and service they get via our Facebook pages and, with 
more and more people wanting to interact with us over chat, we must be doing something 
right,” confirms Fredrik Nordin, Senior Business Developer, Concepts and Operating Models 
at Nordea Bank.

Open for multi-channel business 24/7, and with traffic volumes and patterns changing 
almost by the month, the need arose for a workforce planning solution. It had to be able to 
handle complex forecasting and scheduling, while at the same time support full integration 
with the CTI platform. The workforce management capability of the Genesys Continuous 
Workforce Optimization solution was chosen as a replacement for the bank’s old system. At 
first rolled out in Denmark and Norway, Finland and Sweden followed in early 2014.

For Further Information
To learn more about the systems featured in this case study go to www.genesys.com

ResUlTs
• Improved customer service rat-

ings to award-winning levels

• Consolidated all contact centers 
onto a single platform

• Future proof platform adding 
new interactions like web chat

“In building a future-proof platform, we decided to focus our 
work on Genesys to avoid the complication of having to 
integrate several solutions. We see our contact center platform 
as a strategic asset and we needed to ensure its stability.”
Mikael Andercrona 
Business CIO and Head of Contact Centre and IVR Solutions 
Nordea Bank
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